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he artist Kathleen Petyarre’s
story is far from a universal one.
Ironically, compared with the
majority of Australians today,
whether Aboriginal or nonAboriginal, her life experiences seem
marked by an unassimilable foreignness. An Eastern Anmatyerr Aboriginal
woman, Petyarre was born ‘out bush’ on
her familial homeland, Atnangker, in a
remote eastern part of Australia’s Central
Desert. Unrecorded by any official register,
Aboriginal midwives supervised Petyarre’s
birth. It is estimated that Petyarre was
born between 1933 and 1940, but this is
destined to remain forever an inaccurate
and unconfirmed ‘guess-timate’ because
of the isolated location. About a year after
Petyarre’s birth the name ‘Kweyetemp’,
connecting the baby to a specific Altyerr
(or Dreaming, the Aboriginal religion) and
also to a particular tract of land (Atnangker)
was bestowed upon her. In pre-contact
days the naming of babies was typically
delayed for between one and two years
after birth because survival beyond infancy
was not assumed. Life was tough.
Petyarre grew up speaking the
Eastern Anmatyerr language and living a
traditional life with her extended family,
hunting and gathering bush foods, goannas, small snakes, witchetty grubs and
other ‘bush tucker’. The child’s father,
Kngwarreye, had four wives and numerous

Kathleen Petyarre, Mountain Devil Lizard, 2010, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 122 x 122 cm.

Kathleen Petyarre, Mountain Devil Lizard Dreaming (Le Rêve du Lézard Sauvage), 2009, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen (acrylique sur toile), 167.5 x
214 cm. All images: Courtesy of the Artists and Gallerie Australis.

The Monumentally
Seductive
Kathleen Petyarre and her grand-daughter Abie Loy Kemarre span three generations of
Australian Aboriginal art. Their finely rendered, seductive artworks and recent successful
exhibitions in Paris and beyond testify to the fact that Indigenous Australian art is now
accepted as international fine art, well and truly exceeding its earlier categorization as mere
ethnographic curiosity.
By Christine Nicholls
Kathleen Petyarre, Mountain Devil Lizard, 2010, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 122 x 122 cm.
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other children. The group, comprising
grandparents, uncles, aunts, and other
relatives, traveled systematically around
their vast family estate. Finding water and
digging deep into the underground soakages that contained the scarce, precious
if rather muddy, murky water proved a
constant challenge.
During these years Petyarre, as
a young child, began to learn her major
Altyerr (Dreaming) about the peregrinations of the small Mountain Devil Lizard
(Arnkerrth) across the desert. In this pursuit of knowledge Petyarre was instructed
by her paternal grandmother, who taught
the child the specific body painting designs, oral narratives, dances, and songs
associated with this small agamid lizard,
the Latinate name for which is Moloch
Horridus. The female Mountain Devil (also
known as the ‘Thorny Devil’) is Kathleen’s
Dreaming Ancestor. Such associations
have been described as ‘totemic’, an
imported concept borrowed from Native
Americans’ affiliations with specific species. Such nomenclature is, however, inadequate to describe traditional Aboriginal
Australians’ unqualified identification
with their Dreaming Ancestors. Kathleen
Petyarre quite emphatically states that she
‘is’ Arnkerrth (and, at the same time, a
woman). In her view there is no distinction to be made between her identity as
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a small lizard and her human self—she
understands Arnkerrth and her self to be
‘of one flesh.’
Recalling her childhood, Petyarre
has this to say: “It was happiest time of my
life when I was growing up as little kid,
out longa bush, the old spinifex country,
out there in Atnangker with my father. In
those days nobody humbugged, my father
was there, my mother was there, mother
was smarter, nobody humbugged or teased
me [because] my mother was smart and
stopped ‘em—that’s why I am smart myself,
because of my mother.
y grandfather and grandmother bin grow me up
too—I really loved them.
I just followed them, I
loved follow[ing] them,
then after little while, I’d go back [to my]
father, go back [to my] mother.
“Now looking back I know I was
happy because I was with my family all the
time and because we stayed close.
“Today, so many alcoholic[s], so
many violent [people], fight over nothing,
not like early times, old times, when no
one ever humbugged for me or for anyone.
Nowadays I try to stop humbug—I tell
them off all the time, I say, ‘You fellas go
and drink somewhere else!’ But it’s hard,
hard in my life now.
Kathleen Petyarre, My Country – Bush Seeds, 2009, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 152 x 152 cm.
“Different then.
the family’s nakedness (extremely
“Those time. Old days.
rational attire in desert country
“I loved my country, I loved
where in summer temperatures
going round with all my family, all
reach 56 degrees centigrade in the
my sisters, looking for bush tucker.
shade) distasteful, insisting that
It was early days, long time ago.
they wear clothing to cover what
It seems like a dream, those early
he considered to be their unacceptdays. But Altyerr [Dreaming] goes
able state of undress. To this end
on today, still the same.
he supplied the entire family with
“When I look back on those
crude clothing, including refashdays my happiest time[s] [were]
ioned flour sacks and eventually,
when I ran around that spinifex
army supply clothes left over from
country carrying my yam stick and
World War II.
my firestick. I really loved that spinUltimately, the family’s first
ifex country—I bin go all over that
encounter with this white man, who
spinifex country looking for goanna.” Kathleen Petyarre with her Thorny Devil Lizard, 2006, synthetic had become stranded, along with a
The infant Kweyetemp did polymer on Belgian linen, 122 x 182 cm, collection of the Bridgestone couple of camels, on their country,
not see a white person until she Museum of Art (Ishibashi Foundation), Tokyo.
unleashed a whole train of events
was about 10 years old, and the
and led to a radical transformation
first ‘whitefella’ she saw seems to
of their lifeways, changes from
have been very odd. That fateful
which there would be no return.
‘first sighting’ is deeply etched
The only constants in Petyarre’s
into Petyarre’s memory. Today, as
life are her country, Atnangker,
a septuagenarian, she recalls, as
home of her much-loved Dreaming
if it happened yesterday, catching
Ancestor, Arnkerrth, who circuma glimpse of this unnamed white
navigates the desert leaving tiny
man for the first time. “I was hiding
semi-circular tracks and patterns
behind the bushes, ducking behind
on the sand, and her equally belittle bushes, watching him. Then
loved family. All are ‘family’.
I went and found my father, and
Fa s t for wa rd to 2 010 :
described the man. My old father
Kathleen—the English name imsaid, ‘Oh, that must be a white man.
posed upon Kweyetemp by the
I’ve heard about them’.”
colonizing group—Petyarre is now
Arnkerrth, Moloch Horridus, the Mountain or Thorny Devil Lizard, tracks
Regrettably this man found in the sand. Photograph: Courtesy of Eric R. Pianka.
recognized as one of Australia’s

Kemarre’s repertoire includes the
foremost living artists. A symphony has guide. Reflecting on those early, formabeen composed in her honor and was tive years of her life Abie Kemarre says: Bush Hen (female Bush Turkey or Bush
performed several years ago by the Sydney “… When I was a little girl, I would watch Bustard) Dreaming and the Bush Leaf
Symphony Orchestra at Sydney Opera my grandmother Kathleen Petyarre and (sometimes known as ‘Bush Leaves’)
House. In 2001, Petyarre was honored by all the other mob doing the silk, making Dreaming. With respect to the first of the
a solo exhibition at Sydney’s Museum of the silk. [Kathleen and many of the older above named Dreamings, Kemarre depicts
Contemporary Art. She has exhibited her women were involved in a batik workshop her Dreaming Ancestor, the female Bush
highly sought-after artworks in numerous held on their homelands in the late 1970s Bustard or Bush Turkey (Ardeotis Australis,
solo and group exhibitions in Australia and and early 1980s, before turning to painting or Ker Artew in Eastern Anmatyerr)
walking, and sometimes flying, for short
around the world. Petyarre’s work is held in with acrylics on canvas.]
“I began learning silk [batik] with distances across her ancestral country.
many of the world’s most significant public
and private collections, including the Kathleen. Kathleen was also a schoolteach- Near the center of these ‘Bush Hen’ works
Collection of Queen Elizabeth II, that of er at our school, Utopia School …. When Kemarre places a brightly colored roundel
the Musée du Quai Branly in Paris, Lyon’s I was a very young child my grandmother depicting the sheltered nest (sometimes
Musée des Confluences, as well as the told me she wanted me to be [an] artist—I only a stony rise) of the Bush Hen’s baby
National Gallery of Australia in Canberra, love painting and so I thought it over and chick (a male). The mother hen needs to
provide for her chick
The Art Gallery of
whom she is also
South Australia,
obliged to protect
the Adelaide
from roving predaFestival Centre
tors. In the accomTr u s t C ol le c t io n ,
panying Dreaming
and T he Museum
narrative, which may
o f C onte mp or a r y
be sung, danced or
Aboriginal Art
painted, the Bush
(AAMU) in Utrecht,
Hen’s responsibility
The Netherlands (to
toward the chick is
name but a few).
foregrounded. While
The provenance of
the Bush Hen is out
these works—ex-Adcollecting food for
elaide based Gallerie
her vulnerable little
Australis, directed
chick, she needs to
by David Cossey—is
guard her offspring
excellent.
from dingo predation.
Importantly,
Young chicks are esKathleen Pet yarre
pecially susceptible
i s at pr e s e nt ac to being ambushed
knowledged as the
and eaten, because
standard bearer for
their nests are on the
a remarkable multiground, albeit covgenerational Eastern
ered to disguise their
Anmatyerr artistic
presence. The Bush
dynasty comprising
Hen herself is equally
for midably strong
at risk of being atwome n , m a ny of
tacked, which further
whom are the artist’s
jeopardizes newborn
well known sisters,
chicks’ chances of
including the almost
survival. As the Bush
equally celebrated
Gloria Petyarre and Abie Loy Kemarre, Bush Leaf Dreaming (Feuilles du Bush), 2009, synthetic polymer on Belgian Hen crisscrosses her
country, foraging for
Violet Petyarre, and linen (acrylique sur toile), 244 x 244 cm.
her granddaughter Abie Loy Kemarre. decided to be an artist then. Ever since her preferred bush fruit, the solanum berry,
Others in this artistic ‘dynasty of the desert’ those days of watching closely those ladies including the desert raisin and bush plum,
included older sisters, the late Nancy doing silk I wanted to be an artist, too …. eating a sufficient amount to be able to
Petyarre and the late Ada Bird Petyarre When my grandmother Kathleen turned feed her chick, she must remain alert and
Petyarre, her late aunt Emily Kngwarreye to painting with acrylics on canvas [in the on the lookout for the dingoes that are so
(arguably Australia’s most famous artist 1980s], I watched that closely too, and ever prevalent in the same country. Indeed, this
since, I’ve always been an artist.”
Dreaming intersects the Dingo Dreaming
ever), and the late Minnie Pwerle.
Under Eastern Anmatyerr Law, and Bush Plum Dreaming, describing an
oday, Kathleen Petyarre’s grand- Abie Loy Kemarre has the right to portray entire food chain. Even today, the large,
daughter, the artist Abie Loy two principal Altyerr (Dreamings), as heavy-bodied bush hen—who, conveKemarre (b. 1972) is carrying well as ‘body painting’ versions of both niently for predators, whether human,
for ward the family’s artistic Dreamings. The latter are closely related canine, or feral cats, is encumbered by an
traditions. Some 30 years ago to women’s body designs and women’s albatross-like slowness of take-off speed
Kemarre’s grandmother Kathleen recog- performances in all-women ceremonies, before achieving flight from the ground—
nized and nurtured Abie Kemarre’s extraor- which, in the Eastern Anmatyerr language, remains a prized source of protein for
dinary youthful talent, and has thereafter are called awely (‘awely’, pronounced ‘ah- Aboriginal people.
been acting as her artistic mentor and wool-ya’).
Abie Kemarre succeeds in creating
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an ‘abstract effect’ in her painterly dramatization of the bush hen’s travels and
travails through this desert landscape. This
Kemarre achieves by combining and juxtaposing seemingly non-representational
geometric shapes filled in with exquisite
patterns of dotting. Deploying mostly
muted coloration, including subdued blues
and browns, she occasionally introduces
small areas of more vibrant color as a
means of indicating salient aspects of what
could be described as this ‘cognitive map’
or ‘landscape.’ However, Kemarre’s approach is more accurately described as
‘grounded abstraction’ insofar as these
patterns correspond to the routes or pathways taken by the mother hen, describing
arcs, semi-circles, and sometimes straight
lines as she simultaneously engages in the
never-ending search for food and attempts
to safeguard her chick from predatory dingoes. This also involves constantly beating
pathways both toward and away from the
chick, thereby also referencing the need
to return to it at regular intervals in order
to supply it with enough food to ensure
its survival. The accompanying Dreaming
narrative is informed by Aboriginal
people’s intimate knowledge of applied
ethology, and their scientific knowledge
of this bird, as well as of its habitat and
the food chain within this specific tract
of landscape. For example, the female
Bush Turkey (who Abie describes as a
‘bush hen’ in the titles of her artworks)
typically lays between one and three eggs
only, and never strays far from their chicks
because she needs to return to the nest
within approximately 15 minutes after
having eaten well, in order to regurgitate
or vomit up the freshly masticated food
and feed their babies. This
‘deep’ ethological and cultural
information the still youthful
Abie Loy Kemarre transforms,
by painterly alchemy, into
beautiful artworks.

I

n September and October
2010, Kathleen Petyarre
and Abie Loy Kemarre
showed work in two
separate venues in Paris
as well as in Brittany, where
they participated in an artistic
residency at the renowned
Abbaye de Daoulas (Abbey of
Daoulas) in Daoulas. Chemins
du Patrimoine en Finistère
hosted the artists’ stay at
Logonna-Daoulas, where work
by North American Inuit artists
was also on display.
At t he f i r st of t he
Parisian exhibitions, at Paris’s
Seine 51 Gallery (located at
51 Rue de Seine, Paris 75006),
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Abie Loy Kemarre, Bush Hen, 2008, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 122 x 182 cm.

two major works—one by each woman—
were on show as part of a large-scale art
fair entitled Parcours des Mondes (which,
loosely translated, means ‘Interconnected
Worlds’ or ‘Pathways Across Worlds’).
Petyarre’s epic work Mountain Devil Lizard
Dreaming (Le Rêve du Lézard Sauvage)
(2009) and Kemarre’s magnum opus Bush
Leaf Dreaming (Feuilles du Bush) (2009)
were both on show in this exhibition curated and directed by well-known Parisian
art dealer Stéphane Jacob of Galerie Arts
d’Australie. Jacob specializes in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait artwork. The Gallery
Seine 51 exhibition was entitled Art aborigène: les chemins du rêve (Aboriginal
Art: Dreaming Pathways).
Si x t y i nter n at ion a l g a l ler ie s

participate in this major event on the
French artistic calendar. Held in the Latin
Quarter, Saint-Germain-des-Prés—the
district in which the great majority of what
the French have historically described
as the ‘primitive’ galleries are located—
works from Asia, Oceania, the Americas,
and Africa are shown as part of Parcours
des Mondes. Along with local Parisians,
thousands of participants (artists, gallerists, visitors) from all around the globe
visit Parcours des Mondes, now in its ninth
consecutive year. The event is known for
the ‘salon’ approach it takes to exhibiting so-called ‘ethnic’ artwork. More than
3,000 people came to meet the artists at
the exhibition's vernissage in September,
and thousands more visited Petyarre and
Kemarre's exhibition throughout that week.
Whilst very different
from each other, Mountain
Devil Lizard Dreaming and
Bush Leaf Dreaming are both
monumental and seductive.
Comprising sinuous lines and
subtle color usage, both works
evince the artists’ absolute
control of their medium. These
works’ feted three-dimensional
quality—notwithstanding that
they have been realized via
the two dimensionality of the
canvas—is characteristic of
the very best Aboriginal art
from Australia’s Central Desert.
This is undoubtedly a legacy
from earlier practices of awely
(women’s body painting),
in which their artwork was
quite literally three-dimensional. The rhythmic flow and
inter-weavings of line, dotAbie Loy Kemarre, Awelye, 2009, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 182 x 182 cm.
ting patterns and colors that
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that country would be
characterize these beauuninhabitable. In other
tifully balanced composiworks, also on show at
tions give the respective
Art Elysées, Petyarre
works a life of their own,
portrays the desert as a
offering complex visual
living, breathing entity,
sensations and leading to
zooming in, or creating
powerful responses.
a close-up ‘snapshot’,
These visual
as it were, of smaller
pr op e r t ie s h ave le d
stretches of her homesome visual arts critics
land Atnangker—and
to describe these nont h at of A r n ker r t h,
figurative works as ‘abPetyarre’s small, chamestract’. Ideas of Western
leon lizard ancestor.
abstraction are, however,
This is the first ocequally as foreign to
casion that grandmother
these artists as the game
and granddaughter have
of pétanque. In every
held a joint exhibition
artwork that each artist
outside of Australia.
creates, the external refThese Parisian exhibierent is a specific tract
tions showing Kathleen
of the desert homeland,
Petyarre and Abie Loy
as well as individual
Kemarre's beautiful masDreaming Ancestors (in
terworks to a predomithe case of Petyarre,
nantly European audieither the mountain devil
ence served to elucidate
or the emu; in Kemarre’s
the artists' contemporary
case the bush leaf or the
significance. The fact
bush hen). In the case of
that the artworks on
the Bush Leaf Dreaming
Abie Loy Kemarre de- Abie Loy Kemarre, Sandhill Country, 2006, synthetic polymer on Belgian linen, 167 x 167 cm. display met with a rappicts a plant that grows in proliferation in Painting works with which the French are turous reception underscores the fact that
Australian Aboriginal art is here to stay.
swampy areas near sandhills close to her already familiar).
In the Mountain Devil Lizard Their very fine artworks also show that
homeland region. The bush leaf, crushed
into paste with added water, has proven Dreaming work on display at the Art these Australian Aboriginal artists have
curative properties, and is demonstrably Elysées Art Fair, Kathleen Petyarre makes entered a post-ethnographic epoch, creatsuccessful in curing a range of ailments significant compositional reference to a wa- ing works that can be judged by universal
ranging from headaches to menstrual terhole (in the bottom left hand quadrant), standards. Nevertheless, the exquisite
problems to sores that stubbornly refuse which is of utmost importance in terms of synergies that exist between their works
to heal. Both the Bush Leaf and Bush Hen survival on this otherwise arid ‘country’. exist outside the template of what many
Dreamings are an inheritance from Abie Were it not for that most precious—and Europeans have habitually understood as
Loy Kemarre’s father’s side, explaining why scarce, in that region—elixir of life, water, constituting ‘art.’
T h i s French adventhe younger woman’s repertoire
ture begins a new chapter in
of Dreamings differs from that
Kathleen Petyarre’s truly reof her maternal grandmother.
markable life (or perhaps one
n late October, a larger
should speak of ‘lives’, for metagroup of works by both
phorically speaking, she has
ar tist s was ex h ibited
lived more than one life). For
at Art Elysées, situated
Petyarre’s granddaughter Abie
on Paris’s Avenue des
Loy Kemarre, with many years
Champs-Elysées, regarded
of art making ahead of her, this
by many as the world’s most
marks an exciting, indeed awefamous boulevard. Almost all
some, new departure. Together,
of the art galleries along Les
they are a winning team. As
Champs Elysées are involved
the French are fond of saying:
in this high profile annual art
“On ne change pas un équipe
fair. At Art Elysées Abie Loy
qui gagne” (“One should not
Kemarre successfully exhibited
change a winning team”).
∆
a marvelous example of her
Bush Leaves Dreaming (thereby
Dr. Christine Nicholls is a concomplementing her beautiful
tributing editor for Australia
renditions of the Bush Hen
for Asian Art News and World
Dreaming and the predomiSculpture News. She is based in
nantly secular works depicting
Adelaide, South Australia, where
sandhill country located in
she teaches at Flinders University,
Kemarre’s homeland, and also Abie Loy Kemarre, Body Painting, 2008, synthetic polymer on Belgian s p e ci alizing in In dige n ou s
Australian art.
several fine, experimental Body linen, 182 x 182 cm.
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